What is the Impact of the RAE?
David Kernohan and David A Tlurner
Everybody who works in higher education in the UK has been involved in in the RAE in some way or another The
Research Assessment Exercise is a system for evaluating the quality of research conducted in different areas within an
institution. It is also a mechanism which is used for the allocation offunding and as such provides a number of
incentives to modi?z behaviour, or “levers" to “steer” institutions in desired directions. HEFCE has argued that the
RAE should be seen as the former, while most other observers, including the Select Committee on Science and
Technology, have argued that it is disingenuous 10 try to separate the RAEfrom consequences which
are intimately
associated with it (Parliament, 2002). In this paper we will be looking at the RAE as a system,/or allocating resources
to provide policy steer

There would appear, at the level of general policy, to
be two main thrusts of funding council policy — to
allocate funding selectively in such a way as to
promote centres of excellence, and to raise the
general quality of research conducted in higher
education institutions in the UK.
It has also been argued that the way in which those
funding allocations provide incentives for a number
of activities which either have nothing to do with
quality of research at all, or possibly even directly
contrary to the promotion of high quality research.
Those by—products of the RAE, which might generally
be described as “playing the RAE game”, include
the strategic inclusion or exclusion of researchers to
meet RAE criteria rather than on the basis of a
judgement about the quality of their research, the
strategic grouping of researchers to maximise RAE
ratings rather than re?ecting departmental or research
Support structures, and the creation of a “transfer

market” of researchers between institutions

(Parliament,2002). The Select Committee highlights
of these concerns, in addition to concerns about
how the evaluation panels actually work.
all

The central area of concern is whether changes in
ratings between 1996 and 2001 are primarily a
re?ection of improvements in research quality, or

whether they re?ect greater sophistication in how
the RAE game is being played. The Select Committee
reports that there is a full range of opinion on this
question. HEF CE argues that the increase in ratings
accurately re?ects improvements in the quality of
research. The Select Committee also reported the
view that the RAE had become a “morass of ?ddling,
?nagling and horse trading”, that “the results are
starting to lack credibility”, and that “some or all of
this improved RAE score is undoubtedly due to
increased familiarity with RAE exercises and the
ability of university departments to play the RAE
game”.(Parliament, 2002)
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In addition to those concerns which have been
highlighted very publicly, we would want to add
another possible area of concern for examination. If
the policy levers have a uniform impact across the
sector, do they have a detrimental effect in some
areas in spite of having a beneficial effect in others?
There are two kinds of difference which should be
considered here; subject difference and institutional
difference. Is the impact of the RAE more severe in
some subject areas? In particular, is a system which
is designed for, and generally helpful in the sciences,
having an adverse effect in the social sciences and
humanities? Is the RAE more helpful to some
institutions than others‘? In particular, does the RAE
favour institutions where departmental structures align

closely with the RAE Units of Assessment (UoA)
(probably the prc-1992 universities)?
In the face of these questions about how the RAE
operates, what we have is a large, and growing, body
of opinion. The Select Committee gathered a range
of opinion. The research which has been conducted
into the impact of successive RAE exercises has for
the most part focused upon the opinions of academics
involved (Henkel, 1999; McNay, 1997). The
conclusions are less than striking.
As academics in higher education we have all been
involved in discussions about whether particular
researchers should be included or excluded, and if
included within which UoA. We will be aware of
those who have been excluded on the basis of a
judgement about the quality of their research, on the
basis of a judgement about the overall quality of the
RAE submission, or simplyby accident and the failure
of administrative systems within the institution.
Similarly, we will have been aware of protracted
discussionsabout whether a submission in aparticular
UoA was politic, and how different research
groupings shouldbe gathered into RAE submissions.
But even for those of us actively involved it is difficult
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or impossible to separate out the diverse motivations
in play: RAE incentives, internal institutionalpolitics,
personal ambition and chance.
In the light of these difficulties, the conclusions of
the Select Committee are bland, as are those of other
observers: “Mrs Hodge was prepared to admit that
gamesmanship had had an effect. In her evidence
she said ‘Is there an element of the clever old
researchers in the HE sector learning how to manage
the system that they themselves have put in place?
There is probably a slight element but I do not want
to overplay that’. We think the Minister has got it
about right”.(Parliament, 2002)
What we want to address here is the question of
how we might go beyond such anodyne conclusions,
and attempt to evaluate exactly how much the RAE
is in?uencing research associated activity in higher
education institutions. We want to see how we should
be framing the questions, so that policy in this area
can be shaped by evidence. An important first step
in this direction is to examine the detail of the
operation of the RAE and its associated resource
allocation mechanisms, to find out what incentives
are given and which policies are promoted.

What policies are promoted by the RAE?
Beath (1998) offers an original approach to the
impact of the RAE, which looks promising. In an
elegant, compact and technical article of only three
densely argued pages he examines the funding
allocation formulae as they operated in l997—98 in
order to understand the policy steer, intended or
unintended, which HEFCE was providing to
institutions. Beath’s immediate concerns are with the
area of Economics, and he therefore examines a
restricted part of the RAE, namely how it applies to
the two Units of Assessment, Economics and
Econometrics, and Business and Management
(although the argument is plainly more generally
applicable to other Units of Assessment).

The normal logic of the first choice is that there is a
trade—off between quality and quantity. The
amount
of money which an institution receives is the product
of two parameters, one related to the quality rating
of the work in that Unit of Assessment, and one
related to the volume of research activity including
the number of research active staff, research students
and fellows, and charitable income. For the
purposes
of this example we will ignore all contributions to the
quantity measure except the number of research
active staff. That is, a university will receive a sum
of money for its research in a particular Unit of
Assessment which can be calculated by multiplying
together a basic sum of money c, a weighting indicating
the quality of work in the Unit of Assessment a, and
a weighting indicating the number of research active
staff in the Unit of Assessment n.
Income = c.a.n
In England in 1996 the value of a for a Unit of
Assessment rated 5 was 3.75, while the value of a
for a Unit of Assessment rated 3a was 1.5. (Different
values of a were used in Scotland and Wales, a point
which will be returned to later.) We might therefore
consider a department weighing up the choice of
submitting 6 staff with strong research records for
the RAE in the hope of attaining a grade 5, or
including 12 staff with less strong research pro?les
in the hope of attaining a grade 3a. The income in
each case would be calculated as follows:
Income in the first case

3.75

6

22.5

:cx x : c
Income in the second case c x 1.5 x 12 = 18 c
:

On the basis of this calculation, one would therefore
suppose that the university would be well advised to
submit the smaller group of active researchers for
assessment, as this would generate an income of 22.5
c rather than l8 c.

However, as Beath points out, this simple one—stage
As the RAE approaches universities have to make a process is an oversimplification of the actual
process.
number of strategic choices about their submissions. It misses out one crucial point, namely that the
value
Will they include only a small number of their star of c depends on the number of research active staff
researchers (in order to maximise their quality rating) submitted in all Units of Assessment. The university
or include a wide range of less experienced / submitting the small, selective group of researchers
published colleagues (in order to maximise their will secure a larger slice of the pie, the total funding
quantity measures)? Should they submittheir research available in the Unit of Assessment. But if it submits
active staff in Economics and Econometrics or in the larger group it will actually make the pie larger
Business and Management? The nature of the second for all universities in that Unit ofAssessment.
choice clearly depends upon the nature of the
research activity in which the researchers have The reason this is so is that the funding available in
worked, but as anyone involved in these discussions any Unit of Assessment is ?rst calculated by dividing
will know, there are normally defensible rationales up the whole funding allocation which HEFCE is to
for the work of a researcher to be submitted in more distribute, to decide the
sum of money available in
than one Unit of Assessment.
each subject area or Unit of Assessment. That large
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sum of money is ?rst divided into allocationsfor each
Unit of Assessment taking into account an arbitrary
weighting to allow for the cost of “laboratory—based”
subjects and the total research volume in the Unit of
Assessment, irrespective of the quality ratings of
those research activities.
The less than intuitive outcome of this is that if a
department switched its submission from one Unit
ofAssessment to another, it would effectivelytransfer
resources with it. Indeed, if it was in the lowest funded
category (3b in 1996) it would have the effect of
enriching (albeit marginally) the highest graded
departments in the Unit of Assessment it moves into,
and impoverishing those in the Unit it moves away
from. Beath applies this analysis brie?y to the two
Units of Assessment which are his primary concern,
to illustrate how tactical choice of submission has
benefitted Business and Management at the expense
of Economics and Econometrics.
Modelled in the way Beath presents the process, this
is a multi-personmixed motive (non—zero sum) game,
where in the first, collaborative stage submissions
are made in such a way as to maximise the pay—offs
available to the whole group, while in the secondthose
making the submissionsare in competitionfor a larger
slice of the resources (Coleman, 1982). This is
analogous to the problem of the commons, except
that there is more than one common, and the size of
the commons is determined by how many people
choose to graze their cattle there. However, at a
higher level, taking all Units of Assessment together,
it is a zero-sum game with winners and losers, as the
global sum of money to be distributed by HEFCE
following the RAE is ?xed as a matter of policy.
What Beath clearly demonstrates, however, is the
advantage of startingfrom the allocation mechanisms
themselves, and modelling the patterns of behaviour
which are likely to be promotedby those mechanisms.
In this way the modelling of the processes can be
used as a framework to attribute effects more
directly to the mechanisms of the RAE. Beath
develops a model with only two Units of Assessment
and examines the effect of the migration of
submissions from one Unit of Assessment to another
within that model. He Concludes that competitive
considerations should motivate the movement of
active researchers towards the Unit with the lower
average quality grade. Of course, as he demonstrates,
this will have a consequent effect on the division of
resources between the two areas, to the disadvantage
of the Unit with the higher average quality grade.
Beath claims to have identi?ed such a migration in
the two areas he considers, from Economics and
Econometrics to Business and Administration.
(Beath, 1998121)
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Beath’s analysis helps us to identify three areas in
which “playingthe game” may have a direct outcome
in terms of improved funding, without necessarily
affecting the overall quality of research conducted.
The first is the possibility that research (and therefore
researchers) might be excluded from the submission
in order to raise the average quality of the work
submitted. The second is that weaker researchers
might be included in strong Units of Assessment,
where this can raise the quantity measure without
reducing the quality indicator. The third is that there
may be migration from areas where the average level
of research is higher to areas where the average
level is lower (or where the perception is that panels
are more likely to award higher grades). Finally, as
lower grades were not funded after 1996, there was
no incentive to achieve a grade 2 or 3. In fact, given
the way that some national papers calculated
research rankings, there may have been a positive
incentive, in terms of status if not in terms of cash, to
avoiding these lower grades. Since these three
activities may be occurring together, and the effect
of one may tend to mask the others, it can be dif?cult
to see what is happening in practice.

Evidence from successive RAES

Beath’s analysis gives a clear indication of how We
would expect “game playing” to be evident. He gives
us a framework within which to identify the kinds of
activities which are being promoted by the fine
structure of incentives which the RAE, and its
associated allocation of resources.
Where a university is secure in the grade which has
been gained in the past, it is to their advantage to

include more active researchers within that

submission, so long as the grade is not jeopardised
by this action. We would therefore expect to see a
growing number of researchers submitted in the RAE
as institutions grow more con?dent in their ability to

understand how panels will evaluate their

submissions. Morever, there is no incentive to achieve
the lower grades, so we would expect to see a
reduction in the number of submissions within each
unit of assessment, as institutions decide that
departments which have received grades of 2 or 3
cannot easily be improved. Taken together, this would
lead to a growth in the number of active researchers
coupled with a reduction in the number of
submissions.

Research active individuals who would have been
submitted in a unit of assessment which has now, for
tactical reasons, been withdrawn, will not necessarily
be left out of the RAE altogether, but will be available
for redistribution to other units of assessment.
Consequently, where a rationale can be made, it is
advantageous to include researchers in higher rating
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units of assessment, even where their contribution
may be seen as marginal within the “receiving” area.
Overall, therefore, if these elements of the incentive
structure are having an impact, we would expect to
see a concentration of researchers within successful
units of assessment. In overall terms this would show
up as an increase in the number of active researchers
submitted, coupled with a decrease in the number of
submissions in any particular unit of assessment.

a primafacie possibility of transfer between units
of assessment. The evidence suggests that these
activities are happening in particular areas.

If we look at Table l, we can see in all areas two
marked trends. There is an increase in the number
of research active staff included coupled with a
decrease in the number of submissions. This is what
we would expect if institutions were becoming
progressively more successful at incorporating staff
into successful submissions and withdrawing those
which had proved to be less successful in the past.

Finally, Beath argues that there is an incentive for
institutions to “migrate” submissions from difficult
areas (where it is costly to achieve a high grade) into
less difficult ones. If we take the percentage of grade
5 judgements in
a unit of assessment to be an
indicator of dif?culty, we would expect the number
of submissions to rise in areas with a high percentage
of 5s, and fall in areas with a low percentage of 5s.

The trend towards decreasing numbers of
submissions is uniform across Units of Assessment

and between both 1992/1996 and 1996/2001, with
the exceptions of general engineering, social policy
and administration, and business and management
studies. The increasein the number of research active
staff is less uniform although it is more marked
between 1992/1996 than it is between 1996/2001;
many units of assessment show a reversal in the trend
in the two periods between RAEs.

Since all these incentives are operating at the same
time, it may be difficult to separate out the impact of
complementary or contradictory in?uences on actual
behaviour. In principle, however, what we would
expect to see is a rise in the number of research
active staffand a drop in the number of submissions. If we look at those groupings where there is
a prima
We would expect the tendency towards growth to
facie case for believing there might be transfer
be most strongly marked in units of assessment with between one unit of
assessment and another, some
large numbers of 5 ratings, and the tendency towards interesting patterns
emerge. Take, for example, the
contraction to be strongest in units with few 5s.
grouping social policy and administration, social work
and sociology. In 1992, 12.5 per cent of submissions
Tables 1 and 2 show the relevant data from three achieved 5 rating in social policy
and administration,
successive RAEs in a selection of units of almost double the rate in either social work social
or
assessment. The units of assessment have been policy. If Beath’s hypothesis is correct that institutions
selected to include groupings where there is at least will try to
move their submissions to areas which are
easier, and a high percentage of
5s might be taken as an indication
Table 1: Researchers and Submissions in Successive RAEs." Selected U0/ls
of ease of achieving high grades,
then we would expect to see a
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administration in the following
round. This is indeed what we
see with a more rapid rise in
research active staff and an
absolute increase inthe nmnber
ofsubmrss1ons.Asnnrlarpattem
canbe seenwrthamovetowards
generalengineeringandbetween
environmental science and earth
sciencesinthe period 1992/1996.
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happened. In Beath’s own
example of possible shifts
between economics and
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Table 2: Submissions and Outcomes: Selected Institutions
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econometrics and business and management studies,
he argues that it is easier to achieve high grades in
business and management studies than it is in
economics and econometrics, and so one would

expect to see a move from economics and

econometrics into business and management studies.
It certainly appears to be the case that the increase
in business and management studies is more rapid
than the increase in economics and econometrics,
but the percentage of submissions achieving a 5 is
consistently higher in economics and econometrics.
It would therefore appear that the simple percentage
of submissions gaining a 5 is not, if Beath is to be
believed, an accurate indicator of how easy it is to
Page 60
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achieve a 5 in a particular area. It would be
interesting to add on the views of academics,

speci?cally to explore which areas were perceived
as being ‘easier’ than others.

If we look at Table 2, we can see some interesting
cameos of how institutions and departmentsmay have
been playing the RAE game. Institution A, for

example, had a submissionin electrical and electronic
engineering in 1992 which achieved a grade 3. In
1996 they submitted again but did not achieve any

substantial improvement, after which they dropped
this submission from their portfolio. This contrasts
with their behaviour over chemical engineeringwhere
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the 3 which they achieved in 1992 was followed by a above, considers other volume measures than the
3A, which attracted funding. They continued with number of research active staff. But as in the
case
their submission in 2001 but on this occasion they of staff numbers, all volume measures included in an
had reduced the proportion of research active staff area tend to move research council funding towards
submitted, presumably in an attempt to move up the area. In the actual funding allocation mechanism,
through the quality ratings. Similar attempts to juggle charitable funding is included as a volume measure.
the proportion entered in the submission in order to Since the bulk of charitable funding is to the sciences,
achieve higher ratings can be seen, as in University and especiallymedicine, this has the effect of moving
D in business and management studies. A drop from HEFCE funding into those areas which are successful
a 4 to a 3A between 1992 — 1996 produced a response in attracting external funding.
of reducing the proportion of research active staff
included, and this achieved the desired result of “Finally, the Social Sciences as a whole are adversely
moving the quality rating back to 4. These tactical affected by the funding formula when we take into
manoeuvres being conducted at institution level do account the volume mix (the ratio of research active
not necessarily show any sharp patterns of behaviour staff to the total research volume). The higher the
as the absolute number of shifts required to produce volume mix, the lower the funding per researcher,
the effects seen in Table l is fairly small. However a given quality. Since 0 [other measures of research
Volume apart from research
tendency to restrict the
proportion of research active
active staff] includes
staff, to raise quality grades, “values are being set and ‘?ne-tuned’ charitable income, given an
and a tendency to increase the without anybody actually knowing enhanced weighting in 2001,
proportion of research active
and since the mix variable is
what effect changes will have. ”
staff in successful areas can be
higher for the Social Sciences
than the Biological, Medical
seen fairly clearly.
and Physical Sciences, this factor adversely affects
Differential Effects of General Policies
not just Economics and Econometrics, but the entire
There is the possibilitythat boundariesbetween Units area of Social Science Research".(Beath, 1998: 21)
of Assessment are less clearly de?ned in the social
sciences than in the sciences. Research funding in As implied above, these values are being set, and
social sciences may therefore be adversely affected indeed “fine—tuned” without anybody actually
by “game playing”, or strategic decisions on the parts knowing what effect changes will have, or any idea
of policy makers within institutions. This might have of the differential effect in different areas.
consequences for the long term stability of research
funding in social sciences, but the size of the effect Another way in which rules can have different effects
cannot be gauged on the basis of present information. in different areas relates to the difference between
the pre— 1 992 universities and the post— I 992
With reference to the division of labour between universities. There is some confusion in the report of
teaching and research, and the differential effects in the select committee (Parliament 2002) about the
different subject areas, there are a number of meaning of the word ‘department’. Although the
variables within the funding allocation system which report acknowledges, on the authority of the HEFCE,
are purely arbitrary. Nobody has studied the likely that universities may organise their submissions by
impact of the policies on the relative weighting of drawing upon the work from different departments
laboratory-based areas and library-based areas, or of the university, in other parts of the report the word
the relative weighting of researchers and research ‘department’ is used as a synonym for submission.
assistants. Beath (1998: 20) notes that Economics is
a library—based study in the UK, a laboratory-based In fact, as HEFCE states, ‘Universities are free to
study in the USA, and a medium cost study in aggregate their groups of researchers in any way
Scotland. Obviouslythis has an impact on the overall they think ?t, dividing departmentsbetween different
level of funding for the area. But nobody knows units of assessment or bringing departments together
whether allocating it funds as a laboratory-based to make a single unit of assessment. There are good
study is more likely to lead to a separation of teaching intellectual reasons why such activity is legitimate.
from research, or increase the size of work group For example, a department of psychology or
promoted,much less whetherthe institutional patterns geography might have some aspects of their work
promoted are congruent with the patterns which are which ?tted better in scienti?c areas of study while
best suited to the subject.
other aspects of their work were more appropriately
placed with humanistic and social science studies.
In one area, Beath (1998: 21) does allow himself to Similarly an area such as social policy might be
comment upon the broader issues of comparability studied within various different departments within
between academic areas. Beath, unlike the treatment the university.
September 2003
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However, it is at least possible that the structure of

likely in England than in Scotland or Wales and a
comparative study of institutions could estimate
whether those effects were in fact being seen.

former polytechnics and it may therefore be easier
for the traditional universities to provide a rationale
through their departmental structures for the way in
which they support research which lines up with the
units of assessment of the RAE.

Finally, we have argued that most research which
has been conducted on the impact of the RAE has
been based upon the subjective impressions of those
involved. What we are arguing here is that a more
systematic study of how the regulations work, the
size of the incentives which are provided by those
regulations toward particular forms of behaviour and
a detailed study of how robust those in?uences were
in relation to changes in the parameters would form
a much healthier basis for the study of the impact
including subjective impressions than those studies.
HEFCE have announced (HEFCE: 26 June 2002)
that they are to conduct a major review of research
assessment. We would argue that research along the
lines proposed here would make a valuable
contribution to that review.

the units of assessment map better onto the
departmental structure of the traditional research
universities than they do onto the structures of the

In both of these connections, in relation to the
difference between sciences and the social sciences
and the differences between the pre—l992 and postl992 universities, there is the possibility that the
application of uniform policies across the sector does

not, in fact, produce fairness but reinforces
differentiationalong traditional lines.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an approach to
studying the RAE which draws heavily upon the work
of Beath and which suggests that by looking at the
nature of the rules for distributing resources we can
identify where institutions are being steered towards
particular activities. In that connection, we have
suggested that there are some activities which we
have described as game playing which are indeed
promoted by the RAE mechanisms.
Examining the actual behaviour of organisations
through successive RAES we have argued that it is
at least plausible that some of this game playing
activity promoted by the RAE mechanisms can be
observed. However, we acknowledgethat it is dif?cult
to be sure exactly which behaviours are being
promoted as some of the in?uences are contradictory.
In order to examine these effects more carefully it
would be desirable to know exactly how strong the
in?uences on institutions were. For example, by
adjusting the parameters in the formula for resource
allocation, a judgement could be made as to the
strength of the in?uence exerted. In a larger scale
modelling process the effect of including or excluding
research active staff, of moving staff between units
of assessment and of concentrating research in
narrower areas of concern could be estimated.
Since the various councils have used different
weightings in allocating resources, that is to say, have
used different values of a in the allocation formula
given above, some evidence can be identi?ed which
wouldusefully inform a study of the in?uence of those
detailed regulations. In particular, achievement of
grade 5 in England has been much more highly
rewarded than in either Scotland or Wales. A detailed
modelling process would be able to estimate whether
that made particular forms of game playing more
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